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RhinoCAM Programmable Post For use with Drill Banks

Composite Solutions, located in Auckland New Zealand, is a 
200 sq meter cut-to-print facility with projects ranging from 
one-off cabinetry assemblies to 100-sheet flat-packs of 
commercial cargo van fit-outs.

Since 2005, they have been serving clients in various 
industries, including marine, cabinetmaking, CNC routing, 
product design, promotional displays, and marketing, serving 
clients from a variety of industries.  

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
https://www.compositesolutions.co.nz/
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The RhinoCAM Difference

David Gunn, director of Composite Solutions, has extensive experience in the marine and boat-building industries. 
David has experience with most fabrication materials but specializes in aluminum, plastics, and MDF.  We recently sat 
down with David to discuss Composite Solutions and their use of RhinoCAM’s programmable post-processor to drive 
their drill block attachments on their Anderson Selexx and Excitech CNC 4x8 routers.

“We have been using Rhino and RhinoCAM 
exclusively since 2009 to drive our Anderson 

Selexx and Excitech CNC 4x8 routers. With no 
CAM software experience at the time, I was 

literally cutting flat packs within hours of using 
RhinoCAM!”

David Gunn, Director of Composite Solutions,
Auckland New Zealand

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
https://www.compositesolutions.co.nz/
https://www.compositesolutions.co.nz/
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RhinoCAM’s Programmable Post-Processor
For David and his team at Composite Solutions, MecSoft developed a programmable postprocessor for their 
Aggregate Drill Block machining applications. With this development, MecSoft has again demonstrated the flexibility 
and adaptability of its newly developed programmable post technology. This technology, introduced in our 2022 CAM 
product, uses the Python programming language and an event-driven model that allows you to handle complex and 
precise logical operations during post-processing. 

One end contains four flats each containing a set of deep and shallow “domino” 
slots.

What is a Python Script?
What is a Python Script?

A Python Script, the file containing the commands, is structured to be executed like 
a program. These files are designed to contain various functions and import various 

modules. Python interactive shell or the respective command line is used to 
execute the script, to perform a specific task.

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
https://www.compositesolutions.co.nz/
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How Programmable Post-processing in RhinoCAM Works

Each programmable post-processor is driven by a dedicated Python Script developed by MecSoft Corporation for a 
specific end-user application. The development effort typically involves a collaborative effort between MecSoft and its 
end user.  

If you refer to the flow diagram below you see that the Python script (i.e., the Programmable Post) is triggered by 
events emanating from the RhinoCAM Machining Job. This “event Information” includes all setup and toolpath data 
and the sequence, or “events” as they occur during the Machining Job.  Even more importantly, the Python script has 
access to all RhinoCAM post-processor variables defined in a companion SPM (legacy) post-processor file.  

These variable values are populated by RhinoCAM during post-processing and are derived from and are unique to 
each Machining Operation in the Machining Job being post-processed.

Here is a 5-axis component being machined 
on  Dovetailors  5-axis Machining Center

Dovetailors 5-axis CNC machining 
center  from BACCI AMERICA

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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Setup 1
( Y = 0 Degrees )

Setup 2
( Y = 180 Degrees )

Setup 3
( Y = 0 Degrees )

Setup 4
( Y = 270 Degrees )

Setup 5
( Y = 90 Degrees )

In this system diagram, we see how the Programmable Post Python Script and its interface to the 
various RhinoCAM sub-systems are involved in event-driven CNC post-processing.  

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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The system diagram above shows the Programmable Post Python Script and its interface to the various RhinoCAM 
sub-systems involved in post-processing.  The Python post not only interfaces with the RhinoCAM system running 
inside Rhino but is also fully aware of all the post-processing variables populated in the legacy SPM post.  

During the Post-Processing process, RhinoCAM cycles through each Machining Operation found inside the 
Machining Job and iterates through the computed toolpaths.  During this iteration, as events such as Program Start, 
Tool Change, etc. are encountered, RhinoCAM calls the corresponding event processor, if defined, in the Python 
script.  The event processing method in the Python script can then perform any mathematical or logic function that 
the event handler method has been programmed with.  

Some Example Uses for Programmable Posts

MecSoft’s Programmable Post technology can be leveraged for any shop floor CAM situation that requires 
specialized g-code output that was not handled by the older generation legacy post-processors.  In addition to this, 
you can utilize the power of the Python programming language and implement specific Logic, Looping, Conditional 
Branching, etc. to handle almost any situation that a machine controller might require.  Here are just a few 
examples.

Output in Polar Coordinates
An example of where a Python Programmable post was utilized at a customer site was to convert the XYZ 
coordinates of the toolpath to polar coordinates that a specialized optical machine needed as input.  The logic of this 
conversion was programmed in a Python script.     

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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Custom Feed Rate Controls
This allows you better control of cut feeds during specific machining events. Currently, in RhinoCAM, cut feed rates can 
be applied to a specific tool or a specific machining operation. These feed rates are set BEFORE the operation is 
generated and do not change. However, using a Programmable Post-processor, cut feed rates can be controlled during 
the course of the machining job based on any number of variables such as the trajectory of cut, depth of cut, tool 
radius, etc.  

Custom Output of Information
Currently, in RhinoCAM, there are specific locations where the user can insert customized information in the form of 
comments.  You can add comments to a cutting tool that will be inserted into the posted g-code when that tool is called 
during a tool change. You can also include the complete tool list at the start of the posted g-code.  The format of the 
tool list is set by RhinoCAM and cannot be changed.  However, using a Programmable Post-processor, you have 
nearly unlimited control of how the tool list is formatted and where the tool list information is located in the posted 
g-code file

Stock from selection 3 Axis Horizontal Roughing In-Process Stock

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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Setup 2 is rotated 180 degrees about the    
Y axis

An identical 3 Axis Horizontal 
Roughing  operation

Here we see the In-Process Stock 
Cut  Material Simulation

Drill Blocks and Programmable Posts
Utilizing MecSoft’s development team and RhinoCAM Programmable Post technology, David Gunn and Composite Solutions are 
able to produce custom g-code to operate an aggregate Drill Block attachment for their Anderson Selexx and Excitech CNC 4x8 
routers. In the Programmable Post Drill Block project, MecSoft Corporation and Composite Solutions teamed up.

What is an Aggregate Drill Block?
An aggregate or angle head is a device that is attached to the spindle drive of a CNC machine to 
allow the user to route or drill at different angles other than where the spindle is orientated. A Drill 

Block is a specialized aggregate with multiple sub-spindles, each containing a drilling tool.

What is an Aggregate Drill Block?

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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How the Drill Block Programmable Post Works

Reference Surface 5 Axis Surface Normal Finishing Cut Material Simulation

When a typical CNC machine encounters a tool number during the processing a G-code file, the machine 
retrieves that tool from an Automatic Tool Changer and begins cutting.  Each cutting tool is identified by the 
number assigned to it by the tool changer.  If the tool changer holds 10 tools, then each position in the 
changer is numbered 1 thru 10.  Then, for example, the tool that is located in position 4 becomes Tool 
Number 4.  If the CNC does not have an Automatic Tool Changer, then the tool is always Tool Number 1.

Why are Cutting Tools Numbered?
In a default CNC application, cutting tools such as face mills, end 
mills, tapered mills, drills, etc. are assigned specific tool numbers. 
Many CNC machines include Automatic Tool Changers which is a 

turret system that holds multiple tools. 

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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For Composite Solutions, the tools to engage in the Drill Block are also controlled by the Tool Number called for by the Drill 
machining operation. So to drill holes using the Drill Block, a normal Drill machining operation is created.  However, the specific 
tools to engage in the drill block are encoded into the tool number by the CAM user using a formula as described below.  

Reference Surface CutMaterl Simulato

How the Drill Block is Programmed

The CAM user first computes the encoding value (a number) necessary to define which drill tool spindles in the Drill Block are 
needed to be activated for a given operation.  This encoded number is then saved as the tool number of the tool used in the 
Drill machining operation used to control the Drill Block.  This tool number is then decoded by the Programmable Post during 
post-processing to insert the appropriate G-codes to turn on the desired drill tool spindles.  This process is explained in the 
sections below in more detail.

Description of the Drill Block

The illustration here on the right shows the Drill Block in relation to the 
main spindle.  It shows the identification of each Drill Tool Position.  We 
use the term Tool Position so that you do not confuse them with Tool 
Numbers.  

There are 5 Tool Positions in the X direction and 5 Tool Positions in the 
Y direction, for a total of 9 Tool Positions.  In this Drill Block, only the 
spindles along one axis can be active at one time.  That is, a spindle 
along the Y axis cannot be turned on at the same time a spindle along 
the X axis is on.  Note also the Tool Position values can take one of 
these 5 values: 1, 2, 4,8, and 16.  These can be considered binary 
numbers and programmers will be familiar with this.

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
https://www.compositesolutions.co.nz/
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Encoding the Tool Positions in RhinoCAM

To encode which set of Tool Positions to activate for a specific Drill operation, the RhinoCAM user goes by a simple 
formula.  

For the Tool Positions along the X axis, simply add up the Tool Position values and add this sum to 1000.  As an 
example, if you want to activate Tool Positions B4 and B16 (see illustration above), the formula to encode this 
information is:

( 4 + 16 ) + 1000 = 1020

For the Tool Positions along the Y axis, a similar formula applies.  Simply add up the Tool Position values and add this 
sum to 2000.  So for instance, if you want to activate Tool Positions B2 and B8, then the formula becomes

( 2 + 8 ) + 2000 = 2010

2½ Axis Slotting Operation under Setup 
2  is Shown.

2½ Axis Slotting Operation under Setup 
2  is Shown.

The 2½ Axis Slotting Operation 
Cut  Material Simulation

Programming the use of the Drill Bank in RhinoCAM

In RhinoCAM if you want to use the Drill Bank in a machining operation, these are the steps to follow:

1. Create a regular drilling operation and for the control geometry, select the point where you would want 
the B1* tool position to be when machining.

2. Encode the Tool Position number value and use this value as the Tool Number** of the drill tool used 
in the machining operation.  

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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3. Once the toolpath is created, then post-process using the specialized Programmable Post written specifically to 
handle this drill bank.

* Note that Tool Position B1 is shared by both X and Y directions, and only spindles along one axis can be activated at 
one time.  This is by design. 

**The 1000 and 2000 values are used to increase the tool number to a value that is out of the range of typical use. This 
assumes that a typically assigned tool number would be well below T1000. 

How the Tool Numbers appear in RhinoCAM

Using the encoding formulas described above, the RhinoCAM user calculates what the tool number needs to be in order to 
activate the required drills in the Drill Block.  In the dialog examples below you see that for the drilling operation named M88 
B16: 3mm, the required tool number is 1016.

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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5 Axis Surface Normal Machining  
operation under Setup 3

5 Axis Surface Normal Machining  
operation under Setup 3

5 Axis Surface Normal Machining Cut  
Material Simulation

Here we see the Tool definition dialog. The Tool Name is M88 B16 and the Tool Number 
and Adjust register are both 1016.

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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Setup 4 Showing the 2½ Axis Profiling  
Operation

Setup 4 Showing the 2½ Axis 
Profiling  Operation

Here we see the Machining Job on the left with the Drill operation named M88 B16: 3mm expanded 
to show that the tool named M88 B16 is used.  On the right, we see the Tool tab of the Drill 

operation.

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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How the Drill Block is Decoded
When RhinoCAM encounters a tool change in the Machining Operation, it will trigger an OnToolChange() event 
and call the event processing method in the Python script.  This event processing method is shown below:

# Process Tool Change
def OnToolChange(blockData: PostBlockData, 
globalData: PostGlobalData):
  global gOP_TYPE, gToolNum
  
  # Skip if not a hole operation
  gToolNum = globalData.GetIntVar("[TOOL_NUM]")

  # Get block code
  blockCode = GenerateToolChangeBlock(blockData, 
globalData)
  SetBlockData(blockData, blockCode)

  return

Here we see the portion of the Python script that processes the OnToolChange() event.

# Process Tool Change
def OnToolChange(blockData: PostBlockData, 
globalData: PostGlobalData):
  global gOP_TYPE, gToolNum
  
  # Skip if not a hole operation
  gToolNum = globalData.GetIntVar("[TOOL_NUM]")

  # Get block code
  blockCode = GenerateToolChangeBlock(blockData, 
globalData)
  SetBlockData(blockData, blockCode)

  return

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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You may notice that this event calls an additional method called GenerateToolChangeBloc() which actually does the 
heavy lifting.  This method is what does the decoding of the intelligence encoded into the tool number of the Machining 
Operation and performs conditional formatting of the g-code output.  This logic is shown below:

# Function to generate output code for tool change 
def GenerateToolChangeBlock(blockData: PostBlockData, globalData: 
PostGlobalData):
  global gOP_TYPE, gToolNum
  
  newline = "\n[SEQ_PRECHAR][SEQNUM][DELIMITER]"
  drillZ = "G43 H30 Z100."
  
  if gToolNum > 2000:
    bToolNum = gToolNum - 2000
    code = "[SEQ_PRECHAR][SEQNUM][DELIMITER]M89 B"
    code = code + str(bToolNum) 
  elif gToolNum > 1000:
    bToolNum = gToolNum - 1000
    code = "[SEQ_PRECHAR][SEQNUM][DELIMITER]M88 B"
    code = code + str(bToolNum)
  elif gToolNum < 1001:
    bToolNum = gToolNum
    code = code + str(bToolNum) 

  
  return code + drillZ

Here we see the logic portion of the Python script that decodes the intelligence that the RhinoCAM 
user encoded into the tool number of the Machining Operation.:

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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As you can see, if the tool number is between 1001 and 2000 the M88 statement is formatted.  Similarly, if the tool 
number is greater than 2000 the M89 statement is formatted.  The M88 engages the spindles along the X axis and 
the M89 engages the spindles along the Y axis, as explained in the above section titled How the Drill Block 
Programmable Post Works.  

This formatted output will then be written to the posted G-code file (shown below), directing the CNC machine to 
utilize the Drill Block as the RhinoCAM user intended.  Note that the g-code sample below is ONLY for the operation 
in the Machining Job named M88 B16:3mm.

%
O0
G17 G40 G49 G80 M92
G91 G28 Z0 M95
G17 X0 Y0
G90 G08 P1 (VERTICAL BORING ON ----)
G90 G54M23 (NO 2 SPINDLE ON)
(M88 B1: 10mm)
M88 B1

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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G52 X72.10 Y215.10 M21
G43 H30 Z100.
G00Z58.
X2302.979Y-835.343
Z2.5
G01Z-3.F1200.
Z2.5F9000.
G00Z58.
(VERTICAL BORING OFF ------)
M89 B0  (ALL TOOLS UP)
G91 G28 Z0 M25 (NO 2 SPINDLE OFF)
B0 G49 H0 M22  (NO 2 SPINDLE UP)
G52 X0 Y0
G00 G28 G91 Z0 M15
M12
 G90 X0. Y420.
G49 G90
G08 P0
M30
%

Here we see an example of the posted G-Code utilizing the RhinoCAM Programmable Post. This 
is the G-Code output when the machining operation named “M88 B16: 3mm” is posted.  

G52 X72.10 Y215.10 M21
G43 H30 Z100.
G00Z58.
X2302.979Y-835.343
Z2.5
G01Z-3.F1200.
Z2.5F9000.
G00Z58.
(VERTICAL BORING OFF ------)
M89 B0  (ALL TOOLS UP)
G91 G28 Z0 M25 (NO 2 SPINDLE OFF)
B0 G49 H0 M22  (NO 2 SPINDLE UP)
G52 X0 Y0
G00 G28 G91 Z0 M15
M12
 G90 X0. Y420.
G49 G90
G08 P0
M30
%

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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Example Rhino design drawing of a typical flat-pack sheet. The RhinoCAM Machining Browser 
and Machining Objects Browser are shown parked on the left side of the Rhino display. 

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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More Pics from Composite Solutions

David and Tina Gunn are hard at work in the Composite Solutions shop!

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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Production sheets right off the Selexx 4 x 8 router at Composite Solutions. RhinoCAM automatically places 
Bridges & Tabs to help keep the stock stabilized during machining.

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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Here on the left, we see more machined sheet products. On the right, we see the spindle (behind the 
brush guard) and the automatic tool changer on the Excitech CNC 4x8 router.   

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
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Here on the left, we see more machined sheet products. On the right, we see the spindle (behind the brush guard) and the automatic tool 
changer on the Excitech CNC 4x8 router.   

Cool project David!
Thank you for allowing us to showcase your work!

Follow Composite Solutions Online:

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
https://www.facebook.com/MecSoft
https://www.instagram.com/mecsoft.corp/
https://twitter.com/MecSoft
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mecsoft-corporation/
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OPENDESK furniture is designed worldwide and made in New Zealand by Composite Solutions. With the 
internet making the world smaller and more connected it is now possible to use designers from the world over 
and have your product fabricated right here in NZ, with a variety of products and finishing options view our shop 
for some inspiration.

More from Composite Solutions

Do you need to produce an item with MDF Plywood or Plastics? Do you 
need experts in product design in Auckland to assist you? Well, you're in 
luck because we're just the right people to get the job done, regardless of 
the specifications you require. Our motto here at Composite Solutions is, if 
you need it, we can do it! 

Servicing East Tamaki and Auckland, industrial design is only one of our 
skills. We specialize in CNC routing services, fabrication, 2D and 3D design, 
and much more. From marine items to signwriting and cabinet making, we 
can do it all under our roof.

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
https://www.compositesolutions.co.nz/
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● RhinoCAM MILL Express: This is a general-purpose 
program tailored for hobbyists, makers, and students. Ideal 
for getting started with CAM programming. Includes 2 & 
3-axis machining methods. Includes ART & NEST modules 
as well!

● RhinoCAM MILL Standard: This configuration includes 
everything that is in the Express configuration and additional 
2-1/2 Axis, 3 Axis & Drilling machining methods. Also now 
includes 2½ Axis Turning!

● RhinoCAM MILL Expert: Suitable for 4 Axis rotary 
machining. Includes the Standard configuration, plus 4 Axis 
machining strategies, advanced cut material simulation, and 
tool holder collision detection.

More about RhinoCAM

RhinoCAM - MILL from MecSoft Corporation is available in five 
different configurations (Express, Standard, Expert, Professional, 
and Premium). The part shown here was programmed using the 
Professional configuration. Here are some additional details about 
each of the available configurations. For the complete features list, 
visit the RhinoCAM Product Page.

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
https://mecsoft.com/rhinocam-software/
http://www.mecsoft.com
https://mecsoft.com/rhinocam-software/
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● RhinoCAM MILL Professional: Ideal for complex 3D machining. Includes the Standard and Expert 
configuration, plus advanced 3 Axis machining strategies, 5 Axis indexed machining, machine tool 
simulation, graphical toolpath editing, and a host of other features. 

● RhinoCAM MILL Premium: Tailored for complex 3D machining with both 3 Axis and full 5 Axis methods. 
Includes the Standard, Expert, and Professional configurations, plus 5 Axis simultaneous machining 
strategies.

For the complete features list, we invite you to visit the RhinoCAM Product Page: 
mecsoft.com/rhinocam

https://mecsoft.com/demo-rhinocam/
http://mecsoft.com/rhinocam
http://mecsoft.com/rhinocam

